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IIII----Ching & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of MetaphysicsChing & The World of Metaphysics    
Date: written on Dec 2008 for the YEAR of 2009 

Feb 4
th

 0051am –the official day of year of OX begins 

2009 Year of Ox Life Reading Base on Yearly Stem. 
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Yin Earth Stem is being hibernated in the Yin Earth Branch. 

In Spring Season: Spring is heavy in Wood that directly destructs the 
Earth energies. However since the Yang Wood 
energy intercourse with Yin Earth, the situation is not 
as bad as it appears. Bad only on surface but good 
things are in the making. 

Period time frame:   Feb 4th till May 4th  

Translation: Economy is ‘stale’, this could lead to a monotonous 
in both the economy and housing prices, 
nevertheless since the spring Wood is rather heavy, 
and the Wood energies would prevent the housing 
prices from going up. February is better than March 
and on surface it is bad for both March and April. But 
good things are in the making and be patient to reap 
the reward in autumn.  

In Summer Season: Summer is heavy in Fire that creates more Earth 
energies but drain the water energies from the wet 
earth. 

Period time frame:   May 5th till August 6th 

Translation: The situation either on surface or reality is 
getting better but nothing outstanding yet since 
Fire destruct metal and drains away the Water 
energies from the earth.  Silver lighting is felt and 
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things will turn much better in autumn. But on 
political front, there could be chaotic or 
grievances among countries leaders. 

In Autumn Season: Autumn is heavy in Metal that conducive for wet 
water to produce even more metal. Watch out Metal 
industry…it is your COMMAND!! 

Period time frame:   August 7th till November 6th 

Translation: Economy would be ignited in many ways, the metal 
related industry will outshine others and the 
backbone of the industry especially Financial 
markets are picking steam and the world stock 
markets are on the run. 

Period time frame:   November 7th till February 3rd  

In Winter Season: Winter is heavy in Water that Yin Earth would simply 
act ‘go with the flow’ and since the wet earth would 
also act as ‘peer’ that go along with the current flow 
of energy. 

Translation: Finally the housing prices move up and up and 
we see the ‘warm’ in this winter for everyone. 

This reading is done base on the yearly stem and 
it will change from time to time when 
circumstances change or dictate. 
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